GP40 – Gallery Pistol 40
Course of Fire
This event takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. It requires 40 rounds and the maximum possible score
is 400
Requirements:
Calibre: .22 lr
Firearm: Any semi-automatic pistol or revolver with a capacity of 5 rounds minimum.
Holster: Any type of holster which securely holds the firearm. This must be worn on the hip only.
Practice 1
10 metres, 5 shots in 8 seconds, Single handed
Practice 2
10 metres, 10 shots in 20 seconds (To include a reload)
May be shot two handed.
<Score and Patch>1
Practice 3
15 metres, 10 shots in 20 seconds (To include a reload)
May be shot two handed
<Score and Patch>
Practice 4
25 metres, 15 shots in 90 seconds (To include two reloads)
5 Shots sitting, 5 shots kneeling & 5 shots standing.
Note: For semi auto - you may not chamber a round until in the seated position.
Note: While changing positions the firearm must be empty and open.
<Score and Patch>
Sights
Open adjustable or fixed; Red Dot and telescopic sights also permitted.
Positions
Standing unsupported, kneeling, & sitting
Ready Position
Holstered, hammer down, magazine inserted, chamber empty, safety engaged.
Scoring
Where any competitor achieves the highest possible score, his/her targets must be removed from the backing
boards, labelled and passed to Stats.
Ties
Tie breaking rules shall be applied in the order listed below:
By the greatest number of Xs in the event.
By the scores at each distance, commencing with the longest distance.
By the X count at each distance, commencing with the longest distance.
In the event of a maximum score and equal X counts at all distances, by outward gauging.
Procedural penalties – event specific
In addition to the usual procedural penalties, the following apply in this event:
Firing too many shots during an exposure.

